B-C Lumina
Online interactive exercises to accompany Latin
for the New Millennium
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Introduction
Lumina for Latin for the New Millennium is an online interactive program featuring a multitude of
practice exercises and review materials. There are two levels of Lumina for LNM: the first level
corresponds to Latin for the New Millennium, Level 1, and the second level corresponds to Latin for
the New Millennium, Level 2. While the content in each level of Lumina differs, the overall format
and functionality are similar. This introduction offers an overview of the program; following the
introduction are excerpts from the first level of the program, which illustrate Lumina’s design.

Practice Exercises
Each chapter in Lumina for LNM begins with a Practice Exercises page, which contains exercises
that reinforce key concepts for each section of the LNM chapter. The Practice Exercises promote
student independence with clearly stated objectives and references to relevant textbook pages. Many
activities on this page do not allow students to enter incorrect answers; thus, students do not
internalize faulty paradigms or improper syntax. Other questions offer detailed feedback for incorrect
answers, giving students another opportunity to review fundamentals. Drag and drop, matching, and
crossword activities are replayable and allow for repeat practice—an essential study habit.

Review Exercises
Special sets of review exercises correspond to each review unit in Latin for the New Millennium. In
addition to providing a three-chapter summary of essential content, these exercises contain
comprehension questions for the essays that appear in a given review. Each Review page also
provides a full mouse-over Vocabulary to Learn list from the appropriate chapters. Review pages have
a similar format to the Practice Exercise pages.

Additional Exercises
Additional Exercises supplement the Practice Exercises and correspond to each chapter's reading,
Vocabulary to Learn, and Language Facts. These activities continue to offer immediate feedback, but
less scaffolding is provided than in the Practice Exercises. Vocabulary to Learn flashcards are also
available, offering students another method of vocabulary study.

Chapter Practice Exercises
Lumina features a Practice Exercises page corresponding to each chapter of LNM. The exercises on
this page are intended to reinforce key concepts for each section of the LNM chapter, providing
students with immediate feedback and allowing them to self-assess and correct mistakes. The
Practice Exercises component always begins with a Chapter Overview, followed by the Chapter
Reading, the Language Fact activities, mouse-over Vocabulary to Learn, and an infinitely
replayable Derivatives crossword.

Chapter Overview
The Practice Exercises always begin with a Chapter Overview, which lists all of the content
covered in the corresponding LNM chapter. Clearly defined objectives explain what students should
be able to do after completing the associated activities. A bulleted list provides an easy visual for
students so that they can recognize at a glance what material they are responsible for learning in the
chapter.

Chapter Reading
The Chapter Reading always begins with a representative artwork, just as it does in the LNM
textbook. An audio button allows students to listen to a recording of the full reading, while the
hyperlinked chapter title encourages students to navigate to websites that provide background
information. This section also includes the full text of the Latin reading.

Each chapter reading section
begins with a representative
artwork that connects to the
reading.

Students can access a recording
of the reading via the audio icon.

The hyperlinked reading title allows students
to easily research related topics.

Language Fact Exercises
The Practice Exercises page contains guided Language Fact exercises corresponding to the content
presented in each Language Fact in the LNM chapter. These question sets provide students with
immediate feedback and encourage students to correct any errors, ensuring that students self-monitor
as they learn new material. The publisher-created question sets are presented in a variety of formats,
including drag and drop matching, sorting, ordering, multiple choice, fill in the blank, and true &
false.
Below, some sample images highlight the features of the Language Fact exercises.

Drag and Drop Matching
Lumina encourages repeat practice through an array of replayable matching and labeling activities.
These exercises do not allow students to enter incorrect answers, requiring accuracy for completion.

Each language fact section directs
students to the related page in
LNM in case they need further
review.

Practice exercises do not allow
students to enter incorrect
answers, ensuring that only
accurate information is reinforced.

Many matching question sets
allow students to practice the
activity again and again.

Like drag and drop
matching, paradigm
labeling helps students
to self-assess in a lowstakes way.

Sorting

Sorting tasks ask
students to arrange words
in a logical way.

Here, students must
identify the appropriate
category for each
vocabulary word.

Clicking “re-start” allows
the students to replay the
activity.

Multiple Choice, Fill in the Blank, True & False
On the Practice Exercises page, multiple choice, fill in the blank, and true & false question types
provide students with detailed feedback so that students can quickly identify and understand their
errors. The following example illustrates feedback offered in response to incorrect answers.

Vocabulary to Learn
Each chapter’s Practice Exercises page contains a Vocabulary to Learn section, which provides a
list of the assigned vocabulary according to part of speech. This section offers a new way for students
to master vocabulary: by hovering their computer mouse over a Latin entry, students can see the
English definition.

Here, the computer mouse is hovering
over the entry for lupa, lupae, f.

Derivatives
Each Practice Exercises page ends with a Derivatives section consisting of an infinitely replayable
derivatives crossword puzzle. Students fill in the Latin vocabulary items that gave rise to the English
derivative clues. After completing a puzzle, students can click the “re-start” button to create a newly
configured puzzle with a different set of clues.

An answer turns yellow to
indicate that a student has
entered the correct Latin term.

Clicking “re-start” creates a
new derivatives crossword.

Additional Exercises
Lumina features Additional Exercises for each chapter in LNM; each set of exercises corresponds to
the Chapter Reading, Vocabulary to Learn, and all Language Fact sections. A set of Vocabulary to
Learn flashcards are also available for each chapter. The Additional Exercises test students’
knowledge using a variety of question formats, including matching, ordering, multiple choice, and fill
in the blank.
While the Additional Exercises continue to give students the immediate feedback they need to selfmonitor learning, less scaffolding is provided than in the Practice Exercises. As a result, the
Additional Exercises are a very flexible tool and can serve as take-home quizzes or quick progress
checks.
Below are a series of images from the Additional Exercises for LNM Chapter 1, Language Fact II.

Additional practice assesses students in
multiple formats, including matching.

When students reach the end of a set of questions,
they click the “Check Answers” button.

Lumina indicates to students which
answers are correct.
Feedback in the Additional Exercises is
less extensive than on the Practice
Exercises page.

At the bottom of the page, students can see the
score earned on the exercise set.
Clicking the “Retry" button resets the exercises.
Teachers can adjust number of attempts possible
and other scoring settings, making the Additional
Exercises a flexible tool for assessment.

